This article presents an optimization-based approach for the design of acceptance sampling plans by variables for controlling nonconforming proportions when the standard deviation is unknown. The variables are described by rigorous noncentral Student's t-distributions. Single and double acceptance sampling (AS) plans are addressed. The optimal design results from minimizing the average sampling number (ASN), subject to conditions holding at producer's and consumer's required quality levels. The problem is then solved employing a nonlinear programming solver. The results obtained are in close agreement with previous sampling plans found in the literature, outperforming them regarding the feasibility.
Introduction
Acceptance sampling (AS) is an effective quality control tool that has emerged in the past decades as one of the keystones of supplier-customer relationships (Evans, 2005) . AS is essentially an auditing tool rather than a process development approach (Mitra, 1998) , since it deals with the decision of accepting/rejecting a lot of items based on a sample. AS procedures can be applied to lots of items when testing reveals nonconformance or nonconformities regarding product functional attributes. It can also be applied to variables characterizing lots, revealing how far product quality is from specifications. Both AS applications have the basic purpose of classifying a lot as accepted or rejected, given the quality level required. The advantages of AS plans by variables are related with lower sample sizes required to reach a given operating characteristic (OC) curve discrimination level compared with equivalent procedures for attributes (Schilling, 1982) . This feature is particularly relevant when tests are destructive and the inspection cost is significant. However, AS plans by variables are often more difficult to implement, due to the lack of knowledge to set the basic assumptions that have to be met. The implementation requires different procedures to check lots regarding each of the variables controlled and each specification. Seidel (1997) analyzed the pros and cons, and proved that sampling by variables is optimal, and should be adopted whenever possible.
The design of AS plans by variables consists in the determination of the size of the samples to inspect and of the acceptance threshold to accept/reject a lot, called acceptance constant (Duncan, 1974) . The initial algorithms employed were based on the concept of OC curve, using the risks of acceptance stipulated by the producer and the consumer to find feasible combinations of parameters. Such designs result from the solution of the equations modeling the acceptance probability in the controlled points on the OC curve, corresponding to producer's and consumer's risks (Bowker and Goode, 1952) . Taking advantage of the growth of the calculation power in last decades, several algorithms were developed to handle the problem computationally (see the work of Sommers (1981) ). Since the system of algebraic equations resulting from controlling the quality levels stipulated does not have a closed form for double sampling plans, most of the algorithms developed to this class of problems are based on enumeration techniques to seek feasible combinations of variables (Hilbert, 2005; Sommers, 1981) . The design of AS plans by variables when the standard deviation of the process is known is perfectly established in several quality control references (Duarte and Saraiva, 2010; Feldmann and Krumbholz, 2002; Schilling, 1982) . Those approaches assume that the statistic used for testing to reach the decision of accepting/rejecting the lot is normally distributed, and use the conditions at producer's and consumer's quality levels to determine the sample size and the AS constant. Enumerative algorithms allow to check the feasibility of the designs regarding both controlled points but do not guarantee tighter solutions. To handle the problem in a systematic way, employing mathematical programming approaches, Duarte and Saraiva (2010) proposed an optimization-based framework relying on robust optimization solvers. The design problem is convex, and this strategy allows to reach optimal plans with respect to a given criterion while simultaneously satisfying the constraints.
The design of AS plans with unknown standard deviation is an open topic in AS theory. Most of the strategies used to deal with this case assume that the statistic employed for testing follows an approximate normal distribution, instead of the noncentral Student's t-distribution, which indeed models the risk, to avoid the increase in the complexity of the calculation. The design of double sampling plans by variables with unknown standard deviation was addressed by Krumbholz and Rohr (2006) , who developed exact representational forms for determining the OC curve.
In Section 2, we introduce the motivation for this work, particularly the findings of the infeasibility of AS plans available in the open literature for the case of σ unknown, designed assuming that noncentral Student's t-distribution is approximated by normal approximations proposed by Wallis (1947) . Hamaker (1979) improved the approximation proposed by Wallis (1947) . However, to compare our results with those of Sommers (1981) , the former was considered.
Our analysis revealed that there is room to improve the design of AS plans for processes with unknown standard deviation by using the rigorous representation of the noncentral Student's t-statistic to generate the OC curve. Its use, enclosed in mathematical programming-based approaches supported by robust optimization algorithms, guarantees feasible AS plans, thus producing designs that simultaneously and systematically address both conditions at the points on the OC curve. The exact representation of the noncentral Student's t-statistic for single sampling plans relies on a series expansion developed during the decades of 1960-70. The design of double sampling plans involving bivariate noncentral Student's t-distributions with different noncentrality parameters in both dimensions is handled by employing the OC curve developed by Krumbholz and Rohr (2006) , combined with numerical integration techniques. The optimization-based approach presented in Duarte and Saraiva (2010) for determining double AS plans for σ unknown by employing normal approximations is extended to consider exact noncentral Student's t-distribution. Similarly, the plans determined minimize the average sampling number (ASN), and the noncentral Student's t-cumulative distribution function (cdf) is computed via the algorithm of Lenth (1989) , which stands in a series expansion of incomplete Beta functions.
The article is structured as following. Section 2 presents the basics of sampling theory for lot acceptance purposes. Section 3 presents the framework for designing single sampling plans by variables when σ is unknown. Section 4 extends the formulation to deal with double sampling plans. Finally, Section 5 enumerates conclusions.
Acceptance Sampling Theory Basics and Motivation
To establish the nomenclature, we first introduce the conceptual basis of single AS plans by variables for controlling nonconforming proportions. We consider a system described by a quality characteristic of a large-size lot of a given product, represented by X, with X ∼ N (μ, σ 2 ), where μ is the average and σ the standard deviation of X, with the value of σ unknown, and thus approximated by the standard deviation of the sample, denoted as s. We also assume that there is a one-sided upper specification U > 0, with the proportion of nonconforming product, p, given as
where (x) stands for the cdf of the normal distribution N (0, 1) at x:
Here, we confine the strategy presented to AS plans for controlling quality variables with an upper specification. However, the extension to plans for variables with a lower specification is straightforward. From Eq.
(1), one obtains
with −1 (1 − p) standing for the inverse of the cumulative standard normal distribution representing a proportion 1 − p. We call the acceptance probability required at the quality level p as P. The producer's quality level is to be designated as p 1 , and the consumer's quality level as p 2 , with p 1 < p 2 . Typical AS plans are designed to meet two simultaneous conditions, known as the OC curve two-point conditions:
2. The producer accepts lots of quality level p 2 no more than P 2 % of the times, with p 2 called the limit quality level (LQL) and P 2 represented by β.
In Section 3, we address the design of single sampling plans with a single specification, compactly represented as S 1 (n s1 k a ), where n s1 ∈ N stands for the sample size and k a ∈ R is the acceptance constant.
The mechanics of the single sampling plan with an upper specification and σ unknown is described as follows:
1. Sample n s1 items of a lot and determine the quality characteristic of each one, X 1 , . . . , X n s1 . 2. Determine the average,X, and the standard deviation, s, of the sample, wherē
3. Determine t 1 = (U −X)/s. 4. If t 1 ≥ k a , accept the lot; otherwise, reject it.
The OC curve represents the acceptance probability of a lot, denoted as L(p), versus nonconforming proportion of the quality characteristic in the lot, denoted as p. Considering the mechanics of single AS plans presented above, L(p) = P a (T 1 ≥ √ n σ 1 k a |p), with P a standing for the acceptance probability, given a sampling acceptance constant, k a . The OC curve for processes with σ known is defined by Eq. (5), and is represented in Figure 1 :
where n σ 1 is the sample size for plans with σ known. Figure 1 also serves to graphically identify the quality levels and corresponding acceptance probabilities used for designing sampling plans based on the OC curve two-point conditions paradigm, with the points denoted by (p 1 , P 1 ) and (p 2 , P 2 ), respectively.
For the case of σ unknown, the following is observed:
Since (n s1 − 1) s 2 /σ 2 follows an independent χ 2 -distribution with n s1 − 1 degrees of freedom, the statistic √ n s1 (U −X)/s is described by noncentral Student's t-distribution with n s1 − 1 degrees of freedom and mean (also known as noncentrality parameter) equal to √ n s1 −1 (1 − p). Therefore, the OC curve for this class of plans becomes where ψ[T 1 |n s1 − 1, √ n s1 −1 (1 − p)] is the noncentral Student's t-probability density function (pdf) with n s1 − 1 degrees of freedom and mean √ n s1 −1 (1 − p) at T 1 , and [T 1 |n s1 − 1, √ n s1 −1 (1 − p)] is the corresponding cdf. Due to the complexity in determining noncentral Student's t-statistic cdf, several authors used an approximation based on the normal distribution N (μ + k a σ, σ 2 × (1/n s1 + k 2 a /(2 n s1 − 1))) proposed by Wallis (1947) . The representational form of the OC curve becomes
Here, (x|a, b) stands for the cdf of the normal distribution with average a and standard deviation b at point x. A common strategy adopted to compute the OC curve represented by L 3 (p) (Schilling, 1982; Sommers, 1981) consists in using the form derived for the case of σ known (Eq. 5), with n σ 1 related to n s1 by n σ 1 = n s1 1 + k 2 a n s1 /(2 n s1 − 1)
,
which leads to L 3 (p) = n s1 1 + k 2 a n s1 /(2 n s1 − 1)
Here, Eq. (11) is also used for single AS plans with σ unknown. The computation of the cdf for noncentral Student's t-statistic is performed using the algorithm of Lenth (1989) , which, in its turn, is based on the expansion proposed by Guenther (1978) .
Let us consider for the sake of simplicity that √ n s1 k a ≥ 0. Therefore, the following equality holds:
and the cdf calculation includes two terms, with
The second term is then approximated by an infinite-series expansion:
x = n s1 k 2 a n s1 k 2 a + n s1 − 1 ,
where I x (a, b) is the incomplete Beta distribution with (a, b) degrees of freedom at x and (a) is the function at a. The algorithm presented by Lenth (1989) to evaluate the integral of Eq. (14) stands on the addition of terms to the summation until a predefined accuracy is achieved. Since in our approach, the integral evaluation is enclosed in an optimization problem, the number of terms to include in the expansion is fixed a priori. Therefore, we Comparison of OC curves for sampling plan S 1 (19 1.943) determined for σ known, sampling plan S 1 (54 1.943) determined for σ unknown employing the normal approximation of Wallis (1947) , and sampling plan S 1 (54 1.943) determined for σ unknown employing the exact Student's t-distribution.
with the choice of M discussed later in this section. Figure 2 presents the OC curves for plans S 1 (19 1.943), designed for the case of σ known, based on Eq. (5), the equivalent plan S 1 (54 1.943) designed to address the case of σ unknown employing the Wallis (1947) approximation (Eq. 11), and the plan S 1 (54 1.943) based on the rigorous noncentral t-statistic represented by Eq. (8) and . All AS plans were designed to meet AQL = 0.01, LQL = 0.05, α = 0.05, and β = 0.10. The results obtained denote good agreement with those presented by Sommers (1981) based on the OC curve described by Eq. (11). Figure 3 shows the difference between the OC curves generated for the cases of σ unknown employing the normal approximation and noncentral Student's t-distribution. The difference is significant around the values of acceptance probability of 0.5, being lower at the points controlled, corresponding to (0.01, 0.95) and (0.05, 0.10). A deeper analysis revealed that L 2 (0.01) = 0.9528 > 0.95, thus validating the constraint at the point (p 1 , 1 − α). However, L 2 (0.05) = 0.1057 > 0.10, thus violating the constraint at (p 2 , β). Therefore, we found that the AS plan based on the nonstandard normal distribution approximation is unfeasible. Afterward, our motivation will be to determine AS plans based on the noncentral Student's t-distribution to provide the research and industrial community with feasible optimal solutions. The motivating case just analyzed allows us to predict that feasible AS plans derived based upon the OC curve L 2 (p) would lead to larger sample size and/or larger AS constant than those determined from L 3 (p).
The choice of the number of terms to include in the series expansion used to calculate noncentral Student's t-cdf is based on a heuristic rule. Lenth (1989) proved that 100 terms allow one to reach an accuracy of 10 −6 for means ranging between -11.0 and 11.0. Here, the values of noncentrality parameter δ = √ n s1 −1 (1 − p) may be larger than 11.0, thus requiring more than 100 terms. Figure 4 shows the values of r j , q j ,
for M = 150, n s1 = 54, δ = 14.278, and x = 0.7937. The terms that contribute more to the cdf are those arising from j located in the neighborhood of M/2, and the contribution is neglectful for terms of order higher than 130. Considering the results of Lenth (1989) and ours, one can adopt the following heuristic:
where • is the ceiling operator. 
Single Acceptance Sampling Plans
Considering the conceptual background introduced in Section 2, the design of single AS plans consists in the solution of an optimization problem aiming to minimize the sample size, subject to the constraints in the controlled points on the OC curve. The problem, denoted as P 1b , becomes min n s1 ,k a n s1 (22)
where L 2 (p) is determined with the series expansion methodology presented in Section 2. The sample size is an integer variable, relaxed in problem P 1b to avoid the need of using mixed integer-nonlinear solvers and providing analytical derivatives of the incomplete Beta function in case integer variables are used. The integer solution for sample size is determined from the relaxed solution of P 1b by rounding it to the upper integer value. Since the AS design problem is convex, the solution so obtained does not affect the feasibility of the plan. A similar approach is followed in all problems addressed.
To lower the computation time required to obtain the solution of the problem P 1b , we first solve the equivalent problem based on the Wallis (1947) normal approximation, Table 1 Single sampling plans for α = 0.05 and β = 0.1 (σ unknown) (values within parentheses correspond to plans derived by Sommers (1981)) Wallis (1947) 
The solution of P 1a enables us to provide a feasible solution to handle the problem P 1b and simultaneously set the number of terms used in the series expansion, with M given by Eq. (21). Both optimization problems fall into the category of nonlinear programming (NLP). Here, they are solved employing GAMS/CONOPT, which is a robust solver to handle large-scale NLP problems based on a generalized reduced-gradient algorithm (Drud, 1985) , included in the GAMS optimization platform. The relative and absolute tolerances are set to 10 −6 in all optimization problems addressed in the article. Table 1 compares the sampling plans at p 1 = 0.01, α = 0.05, and β = 0.10, for several values of LQL, available in the literature, with ours, obtained with noncentral Student's t-distribution. Our results require larger sample sizes (one additional item is required for all values of p 2 simulated) and slightly larger values of k a . However, for single AS plans, the normal distribution is a good approximation for the statistic modeling the lot acceptance decision. This finding can be extended to the first stage of decision in double AS plans, once the numerical approach used to determine the acceptance probability is similar to ours.
The results presented here have the simple purpose of demonstrating the application of our strategy to single AS plans. Extensive tables can be easily generated by changing the parameters fixed. Figure 5 presents the comparison of OC curves for plans derived to meet AQL = 0.02, LQL = 0.05, α = 0.05, and β = 0.10. The OC curves are almost coincident, but the plan based on normal distribution leads to L 2 (0.02) = 0.9516 and L 2 (0.05) = 0.1036, thus violating the constraint at p 2 . Both conditions hold for the plan based on noncentral Student's t-distribution with L 2 (0.02) = 0.9503 and L 2 (0.05) = 0.0998.
The comparison of plans based on noncentral Student's t-distribution with those based on the Wallis (1947) approximation reveals low advantages of the former, particularly for lower values of LQL. However, the use of rigorous representations avoids the risk of designing unfeasible plans due to violations of the conditions in the controlled points.
Double Acceptance Sampling Plans
The design of double sampling plans, for the case of σ unknown, is represented as S 2 (n s1 k r1 k a ; n s2 k r2 ), with n s1 , n s2 ∈ N and k r1 , k a , k r2 ∈ R, where n s1 is the size of the first sample, n s2 is the size of the second sample, k r1 is the rejection constant to achieve a decision based on the first sample (first stage of decision), k r2 is the rejection constant for deciding after the second sample is taken (second stage of decision), and k a is the acceptance constant to accept the lot based on the first sample (first stage of decision). The mechanics is as follows:
1. Sample n s1 items of a lot and determine the quality characteristic of each one, X 1 , . . . , X n s1 . 2. Determine the average,X 1 , and the standard deviation, s 1 , of the sample, by Eq. (4). 3. Determine t 1 = (U −X 1 )/s 1 . 4. If t 1 ≥ k a , accept the lot. 5. If t 1 < k r1 , reject the lot. 6. If k r1 ≤ t 1 < k a , sample n s2 items of the lot and determine the quality characteristic of each one, X n s1 +1 , . . . , X n s1 +n s2 . 7. Calculate the average of the second sample and the combined statistics:
8. Determine t 2 = (U −X t )/s t . 9. If t 2 ≥ k r2 , accept the lot; otherwise, reject it.
Operating Characteristic Curve
The design of double AS plans for controlling nonconforming proportions has been addressed by several authors by employing the OC curve concept, which requires expressions to compute analytically or numerically the acceptance probability in both decision stages. The general representation of the OC curve is given by
(31) For the sake of simplicity, P a (T 1 ≥ √ n σ 1 k a ) is to be designated P a1 , denoting the acceptance probability of the lot based on the first sample, and P a [( √ n σ 1 k r1 ≤ T 1 < √ n σ 1 k a ) ∧ (T 2 ≥ √ n σ 1 + n σ 2 k r2 )] as P a2 , representing the acceptance probability based on the second sample. The acceptance probability of the second decision stage is defined in a bivariate region = T 1 × T 2 , with
For the case of σ known, the OC curve is as follows (Bowker and Goode, 1952) :
with the first term of L 4 (p) standing for P a1 and the second for P a2 . For processes with unknown σ , the statistics √ n s1 (U −X 1 )/s 1 and √ n s1 + n s2 (U − X t )/s t follow noncentral Student's t-distributions with different degrees of freedom and means. Furthermore, the distribution of √ n s1 + n s2 (U −X t )/s t depends on that of √ n s1 (U −X 1 )/s 1 . The computation of P a2 is very demanding, since it involves the calculation of the cdf for a bivariate noncentral Student's t-distribution, here represented as ϒ(m 1 , z 1 ; m 2 , z 2 ), where m 1 and m 2 are degrees of freedom in each dimension, and z 1 and z 2 are noncentrality parameters. For double AS plans, m 1 = n s1 − 1, m 2 = n s1 + n s2 − 2, z 1 = √ n s1 −1 (1 − p), and z 2 = √ n s1 + n s2 −1 (1 − p). To lower the computational complexity of the design of double AS plans with σ unknown, Sommers (1981) assumed that the statistic √ n s1 + n s2 (U −X t )/s t ∼ N (μ + k r2 σ, σ 2 × (1/(n s1 + n s2 ) + k 2 r2 /(2 n s1 + 2 n s2 − 1))). This assumption, based on the approximation proposed by Wallis (1947) , relates the total sample size for plans with σ known to the corresponding sample size for plans with σ unknown and simplifies the determination of acceptance probability P a2 : n σ 1 + n σ 2 = n s1 + n s2 1 + k 2 r2 (n s1 + n s2 )/(2 n s1 + 2 n s2 − 1)
.
The works that use this strategy are not clear regarding the distribution that approximates the statistic √ n s1 (U −X 1 )/s 1 , employed to model the acceptance probability in the first stage of decision. However, if one considers that √ n s1 (U −X 1 )/s 1 ∼ N (μ + k r2 σ, σ 2 × (1/(n s1 ) + k 2 r2 /(2 n s1 − 1))), similarly to what was assumed in Section 3, the relations between each of the sample sizes required by plans for σ known and σ unknown become respectively n σ 1 = n s1 1 + k 2 r2 n s1 /(2 n s1 − 1)
n σ 2 = n s2 1 + k 2 r2 n s2 /(2 n s2 − 1)
The combination of Eqs. (36-38) with Eqs. (33-35) allows us to the derive the first OC curve to represent double AS plans:
n σ 1 = n s1 1 + k 2 r2 n s1 /(2 n s1 − 1)
n σ 1 + n σ 2 = n s1 + n s2 1 + k 2 r2 (n s1 + n s2 )/(2 n s1 + 2 n s2 − 1)
Another alternative addressed in this work consists in assuming that the statistic √ n s1 (U −X 1 )/s 1 ∼ N (μ + k a σ, σ 2 × (1/(n s1 ) + k 2 a /(2 n s1 − 1))). This assumption leads to the following OC curve:
n σ 1 = n s1 1 + k 2 a n s1 /(2 n s1 − 1)
n σ 2 = n s1 + n s2 1 + k 2 r2 (n s1 + n s2 )/(2 n s1 + 2 n s2 − 1) − n s1 1 + k 2 a n s1 /(2 n s1 − 1)
, (49) n σ 1 + n σ 2 = n s1 + n s2 1 + k 2 r2 (n s1 + n s2 )/(2 n s1 + 2 n s2 − 1)
To address the problem of explicitly computing the OC curve based on the bivariate noncentral Student's t-distribution, Bowker and Goode (1952) derived closed-form formulas, employed for designing plans at given combinations of AQL, LQL, α, and β. The procedure, standing on a rigorous treatment of noncentral Student's t-statistics, was not able to cope with general AS plans because the geometry of the region , used to compute P a2 , depends on the set of parameters to determine.
Assuming thatX 1 andX t follow normal distributions and s 1 and s t are approximated by χ 2 r -distributions, where r is the number of degrees of freedom, Krumbholz and Rohr (2006) proposed an ontological structure to rigorously determine P a2 . For each different class found, corresponding to different features of the region , the authors derived expressions for P a2 . The first step of the approach consists in finding the class corresponding to the plan to design. Afterward, the formula derived for such a class is used to compute P a2 , and subsequently, the OC curve. This strategy revealed that some of the double AS plans found in the literature are unfeasible if rigorous noncentral Student's t-distributions are considered. Indeed, constraint violations were detected at point (LQL, β) .
In our work, we employ the strategy proposed by Krumbholz and Rohr (2006) and address the design of AS plans falling into the ontological class with k r1 > 0, k a √ n s1 /(n s1 − 1) ≥ Q, and k r1 √ n s1 /(n s1 − 1) ≥ Q, with Q = n s1 (n s1 + n s2 ) k 2 r2 − n s2 (n s1 + n s2 − 1) (n s1 + n s2 ) (n s1 + n s2 − 1)
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The OC curve is therefore computed by
where P a1 = [ √ n s1 k a |n s1 − 1, √ n s1 −1 (1 − p)], and the cdf of the noncentral Student's t-distribution is computed through the series expansion methodology presented in Section 2. The term P a2 is handled through the formulas proposed by Krumbholz and Rohr (2006) , combined with numerical integration techniques employed to compute the three-dimensional integral term involved (Eq. 53). Considering the relations developed by Krumbholz and Rohr (2006) , the acceptance probability associated with the second stage of decision is given by
C(w 1 , w 2 ) = (n s1 + n s2 ) (w 1 + w 2 ),
a 2 (w 1 ) = k a n s1 n s1 − 1
where g r (z) is the value of the χ 2 -pdf with r degrees of freedom at z:
and d (y) dy = 1 √ 2 π exp(−y 2 /2).
The integration variables are w 1 , y, and w 2 , and univariate Gaussian quadrature formulas are employed in each dimension. The upper limit of the outer integral is approximated by a finite large value in order to avoid the finite-domain error, common in the application of numerical rules to infinite-domain integrals (Gelbard and Seinfeld, 1978) . This error is due to neglecting a part of the domain that contributes to the solution. Here, we set the upper limit for the domain of w 1 to 2 n s1 , considering that the maximum of a χ 2 r -pdf occurs at r.
Problem Formulation
The strategy supporting the systematic design of double AS plans also stands on the minimization of the ASN, subject to the constraints in the controlled points on the OC curve (Balamurali and Jun, 2007; Duarte and Saraiva, 2010) . The ASN for double AS plans with σ known is given by the relation:
Similar expressions can be derived for plans with σ unknown assuming normal distribution approximations. The value of ASN σ depends on the quality level used for its determination, p. Sommers (1981) used the point (p 1 , AQL) for the calculation. Hamaker (1979) demonstrated that ASN σ curves are unimodal with a maximum located at p max . Feldmann and Krumbholz (2002) derived a relation for the quality level corresponding to the maximum of ASN:
Based on this result, the authors used the quality level p max to derive ASN σ , thus obtaining
They also proved that the quality level p max leads to minimal values of ASN, and they determined double AS plans to address this criterion. The algorithm proposed was denominated as ASN-minimax, and its application leads to plans with significant advantages over the plans designed by Sommers (1981) , since the values of ASN σ are lower for similar quality levels.
Here, the ASN-minimax criterion is also used as objective function. The equivalent ASN for plans with σ unknown is denoted as ASN s . For AS plans standing on normal distribution approximations, n σ 1 and n σ 2 are functions of n s1 and n s2 , leading to problem P 2a : min n s1 ,n s2 ,k r1 ,k a ,k r2
Eqs. (40-44) (72) −1 (1 − p 2 ) < k r1 ≤ k r2 ≤ k a < −1 (1 − p 1 ), n s1 , n s2 , n σ 1 , n σ 2 ∈ N.
This problem corresponds to the OC curve derived for √ n s1 (U −X 1 )/s 1 ∼ N (μ + k r2 σ, σ 2 × (1/(n s1 ) + k 2 r2 /(2 n s1 − 1))). The problem arising from the assumption that √ n s1 (U −X 1 )/s 1 ∼ N (μ + k a σ, σ 2 × (1/(n s1 ) + k 2 a /(2 n s1 − 1))) and √ n s1 + n s2 (U − X t )/s t ∼ N (μ + k r2 σ, σ 2 × (1/(n s1 ) + k 2 r2 /(2 n s1 − 1))) is designated P 2b : min n s1 ,n s2 ,k r1 ,k a ,k r2 1 − p 1 ) , n s1 , n s2 , n σ 1 , n σ 2 ∈ N.
The integral terms involved in the OC curves of problems P 2a and P 2b are handled with Gaussian quadrature formulas based on eight collocation points corresponding to the zeros of seventh-order Legendre polynomials (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1972) .
To address the problem of determining ASN s when a rigorous noncentral Student's t-distribution is employed, Hilbert (2005) proposed
and developed an approximation for p max standing on the assumption that noncentral Student's t-distribution is well approximated by normal distribution:
2 n s1 + k 2 r1 k a + 2 n s1 + k 2 a k r1
We will use Eq. (78) as an equality constraint to relate p max with the sampling plan parameters. The resulting optimization problem, designated as problem P 2c , can thus be formulated: min n s1 ,n s2 ,k r1 ,k a ,k r2
k r1 n s1 n s1 − 1 ≥ n s1 (n s1 + n s2 ) k 2 r2 − n s2 (n s1 + n s2 − 1) (n s1 + n s2 ) (n s1 + n s2 − 1)
Eqs. (13-20, 53-65, 78) 
The integration in the domains of w 1 and w 2 is carried out with Gaussian quadrature formulas based on 20 collocation points. The density of the grid used aims at guaranteeing numerical accuracy for large domains, which may occur for particular parameter combinations. The integral in the domain of y is also computed through a Gaussian quadrature rule based on eight collocation points. The domains of inner integrals are dependent on w 1 , thus requiring the conformation of the numerical rules to the limits, which is done by redistributing the collocation points.
The plans proposed by Sommers (1981) were determined using normal Wallis (1947) approximations. The solution procedure used additional relations between the parameters to reduce the space of feasible solutions to enumerate, with the following assumptions being made: (i) k r1 = k r2 and (ii) n s1 = n s2 . AS plans without these constraints can easily be designed, provided that efficient mathematical programming algorithms are employed. Moreover, plans designed without any constraint relating the parameters proved to outperform plans determined considering additional constraints (Duarte and Saraiva, 2010) . This result was first observed by Feldmann and Krumbholz (2002) , and of late by Duarte and Saraiva (2010) . Both works proved that AS plans with unequal sample size and rejection constant (USS&RC) lead very often to lower values of ASN s . Here, it is assumed that the design of ASN-minimax plans does not involve any additional relation between the parameters.
The AS plans of Sommers (1981) , based on equal values of n s1 and n s2 , minimize the administrative complexity. However, USS&RC plans allow to reach similar risks, minimizing the cost of sampling and testing because small sample sizes are required.
Problem P 2c is much more complex than problems P 2a and P 2b due to the numerical requirements needed to compute noncentral Student's t-statistics. Its solution, involving a more complex objective function, additional variables, and equality constraints, increases the calculation efforts required. To improve the computational efficiency, we first solve problem P 2a to produce a feasible initial solution, subsequently provided to problem P 2c , which is then solved also employing GAMS/CONOPT. The solution achieved from P 2a also allows us to set the number of terms to use in the calculation of the noncentral Student's t-cdf (Eq. 14), as well as the upper limit for the integral corresponding to variable w 1 involved in the computation of P a2 .
Results
To demonstrate the robustness and accuracy of our approach, we determined the AS plans for p 1 = 0.02, α = 0.05, and β = 0.1, with p 2 varying between 0.03 and 0.2. The range of cases considered aims mainly to compare the accuracy of our approach, combined with the rigorous treatment of noncentral Student's t-cdf, with the plans listed in Sommers (1981) , determined assuming normal distribution approximations and enumerative solution schemes. Extensive tables of plans can be produced by changing the producer's and consumer's risks and quality level requirements. Table 2 compares USS&RC plans, obtained with the L 5 (p) OC curve, with the plans of Sommers (1981) . Our plans lead to larger values of ASN s because they use the quality level p max in the calculation instead of p 1 , used by Sommers (1981) . The value of p max for the AS plan to meet AQL = 0.02, LQL = 0.05, α = 0.05, and β = 0.10 is 0.0340. The value of ASN s based on the sample size of the corresponding plan proposed by Sommers (1981) for this quality level is 146.7, much larger than ours (117.6). Our approach leads to a consistent trend in the acceptance and rejection constants, a decrease being observed as the LQL increases. Another point to stress is that our strategy does not require any additional constraint between the parameters. Tables 3 and 4 show the plans designed with L 6 (p) and L 7 (p) OC curves, respectively. Both lead to larger values of ASN s than those required by plans based on L 5 (p), presented in Table 2 . The values of ASN s determined with the OC curve L 7 (p) fall within the range of the other two, both based on normal distribution approximations. Figure 6 compares the OC curves of all plans determined for AQL = 0.02, LQL = 0.05, α = 0.05, and β = 0.10, which are quite similar. L 7 (p) leads to lower values of acceptance probability for higher nonconforming proportion values and overestimates the acceptance probability in the range of low values of p. A deeper analysis of the performance of the plans at the controlled points reveals that those resulting from L 5 (p) and L 6 (p) violate the constraint at (LQL,β), an observation already made by Krumbholz and Rohr (2006) . From a practical point of view, the impact of this violation is often disregarded, since the difference is small. From a theoretical point of view, it deserves some attention because the plan based on L 7 (p) is the only one that systematically allows to meet the risks considered. Table 5 clarifies this finding and reveals that only the OC curve based on rigorous noncentral Student's t-distribution produces feasible plans for this case. OC curve with appr. normal dist. P a1 with noncentral t dist.
OC curve with noncentral t dist. The sensitivity analysis of the plans produced with the OC curves L 5 (p), L 6 (p), and L 7 (p) reveals that they are very similar for low values of LQL (see Figure 7 ). This observation agrees with the fact that normal distributions are better approximations of noncentral Student's t-statistics for large sample sizes, required by plans designed to meet lower values of LQL. Furthermore, the plans obtained with L 7 (p) require smaller samples to reach the first stage of decision than those obtained with L 6 (p). However, this advantage is obtained at the expense of larger samples needed in the second decision stage. Another aspect is that both the difference between the rejection constants k r2 and k r1 and the acceptance constant are higher for L 7 (p). Figure 8 illustrates the differences between the OC curves obtained with the normal approximation proposed by Wallis (1947) and that calculated with noncentral Student's tdistribution for plan S 2 (85 1.722 1.949; 72 1.829) obtained for AQL = 0.02, LQL = 0.05, α = 0.05, and β = 0.10. The components of the OC curves describing the acceptance probability of the first stage of decision are very similar. On the contrary, normal approximation involving both terms P a1 and P a2 overestimates the acceptance probability at AQL and LQL. This trend agrees with the finding that plans based on normal approximations are unfeasible due to the violation of the constraint at the point (LQL,β).
The results shown in Tables 2-4 demonstrate the adequacy of the approach used in dealing with a vast range of cases employing normal approximations or rigorous double ttest-based OC curves. It allows a systematic treatment of the AS plan design, demonstrated by the battery of examples handled, with the results being in good agreement with others available in the literature. However, the quality levels required by the producer and the consumer are in most of the cases, nowadays, remarkably lower than those considered for comparison purposes.
To test our algorithm in more challenging environments, we considered AQL = 0.001 and LQL in the range [0.003-0.02]. One aspect to account for in dealing with these scenarios is that normal approximations may not work for extreme tail probabilities (Wallis, 1947) . Furthermore, the solution would require OC curves with higher discriminating power (steepness). The results shown in Table 6 are in good agreement with those of Schilling (1982) and demonstrate that our tool is successful in dealing with processes in this range of quality requirements. Schilling and Johnson (1980) recommend employing very small values of β for safety purposes. These scenarios are also increasingly demanding for AS plans design tools because they also require highly discriminating OC curves. To test our algorithm for lower values of errors of type II, we consider β = 0.01 and the same range of LQL and AQL values used in Table 6 . The results shown in Table 7 extend the ability of the approach to cases with low values of consumer's risk corresponding to inspection for safety purposes.
Conclusion
This article employs an optimization-based approach for designing AS plans by variables for controlling nonconforming proportions when σ is unknown. The approach is applied to single and double AS plans, and uses rigorous algorithmic strategies to compute noncentral Student's t-statistics. In the design of single AS plans, noncentral Student's t-statistic is employed to determine the acceptance probability of the decision regarding the lot acceptance/rejection. Noncentral Student's t-cdf is calculated through a series expansion. A similar approach is used to compute the OC curve representing the acceptance probability of the first stage of decision for double AS plans. The acceptance probability of the second stage of decision in double AS plans required by the OC curve proposed by Krumbholz and Rohr (2006) is determined with Gaussian quadrature rules. AS plans based on rigorous noncentral Student's t-statistic are compared with plans derived assuming nonstandard normal approximations and with other plans available in the literature. Our mathematical programming problem formulation stands on the minimization of the ASN, subject to constraints in the OC curve controlled points, and enables to robustly and accurately cope with the design of single and double AS plans. The relaxed formulation of the optimization problems is solved by employing NLP solvers. This procedure allows one to systematically address any kind of AS plan, guaranteeing that globally optimal solutions are obtained. Furthermore, the feasibility of the AS plans is assured by the solver.
The use of rigorous noncentral Student's t-distribution calculation schemes revealed that some of the plans proposed by Sommers (1981) are unfeasible, denoting consistent violations of the constraint holding at LQL. AS plans based on normal distribution approximations were addressed, and two different assumptions were considered: (i) the statistics tested in both stages of decision follow the same normal distribution, and (ii) the statistics tested in each stage of decision follow different normal distribution approximations. The designs obtained with the rigorous treatment of noncentral Student's t-statistics are consistent with those produced employing normal distribution approximations. The approach was successfully tested using a battery of scenarios available in the literature, outperforming the results in some of the cases. To analyze its ability to cope with more challenging problems due to the requirement of higher discriminating power, it was also tested in environments characterized by lower AQL and LQL values and different consumer's risks, thus denoting large accuracy.
